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mediator is a wysiwyg-based multimedia authoring tool. you can work and design from templates
created in the application. you dont need to have any programming knowledge or skills to start

working, and mediator supports almost every windows operating system version. in order to work on
mediator you need a minimum of ms windows 7/2000/xp. this is because mediator is made to work with

microsoft office applications in windows 7. it allows you to create, edit and manage multimedia
including web pages, flash movies, multimedia presentations, 3d animation, animations and

presentations. this software is extremely easy to use for those without coding skills, or who are just
starting to learn. mediator is a simple but advanced wysiwyg multimedia authoring tool that works with

almost all microsoft windows versions such as windows 98, 2000, xp, me, nt, vista. sets the video,
graphics, music and other relevant audio effects to give your online content a stunning look. also comes

with an editor where you can arrange the movement of video, graphics, music and other audios. the
templates allow users to drag and drop their media onto a page and arrange the different elements. the

templates are designed for web creation, but they can also be used in animations, multimedia
presentations, flash movies and other multimedia. the frame editing tool allows you to create graphics,

texts, and advanced animations and effects. the program can be used for creating interactive
presentations such as cd-rom, audio, and flash projects. a great feature of the program is its support for

scripting and the integration with third-party applications. it supports sound, text, cd-rom, video, and
animation effects. in addition, you can select images or effects from the program's library and place

them anywhere in the slideshow at your discretion.
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